
SPRING 2020 MATH 54 MIDTERM 2 SOLUTIONS

Q1 True False.
(a) True. Take A with rows equal to any basis of W⊥.
(b) True. Take A to be the matrix of the orthogonal projection onto W .

(c) False. Check that the matrices

[
0 1
0 0

]
,

[
0 0
1 0

]
∈ H but their sum is not.

(d) True. Each of S, T, S−1 is invertible and a composition of invertible transforma-
tions is invertible, so onto.

(e) False. Consider the identity.
(f) False. If u ∈ R2 is any nonzero vector, uTu 6= 0 is invertible, but uuT is rank

one, so not invertible.
(g) True. If A = PBP−1 then x ∈ Nul(A) ⇐⇒ P−1x ∈ Nul(B), so they have the

same nullity, and by rank nullity the same rank.
(h) False. Every nonzero 1 × n matrix A is row equivalent to eT1 , but not every

vector in Rn has the same distance from e1 and Row(A).
(i) True. z ∈ Row(A)⊥, but since Row(A) = R2 we must have z = 0.
(j) False. The question is asking whether (P−1x)T (P−1y) = xT (P−1)TP−1y = xTy

for every x, y. This is false unless (P−1)TP−1 = I, of which there are many
examples.

Q3 Examples
(a) Any 2×2 matrix with rank one will do, since by rank nullity it also has nullity 1,

and any two vector spaces of the same dimension are isomorphic. For example

A =

[
1 0
0 0

]
.

(b) Does not exist. If A = PDP−1 then A2 = PDP−1PDP−1 = PD2P−1 is also
diagonalizable.

(c) For any basis B it is true that [b1]B = e1 since we have the unique linear com-
bination b1 = 1b1 + 0b2. Thus, the desired basis has b2 = e1. Taking b1 to be
any unit vector orthogonal to this (i.e., ±e2) yields two possible bases with this
property.

(d) Does not exist. Since W 6= R3 the kernel of projW is equal to W⊥, which is
nontrivial. Thus projW cannot be one to one.
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## Math 54 MTQ Q4 # #
Let ß ={1, +, +²} be sth. basis of P² polynomials, and so any
polynomial Epp² has the form pacuota, t+ azt. Since this is a
linear comb of basis vectors [plå al. This means that
pt> [p] is an isomorphism from Pronto R², meaning vector
operations in p² comespond to operations in This way, we
can consider T as a composite transformation of T, then Tz,
where To somply maps a vector in p² to its corresponding representatie
in FR3, and where To is the transformation from (pip to Po .
To show that I is onvertible, it suffres to show that both T, &T
are separately onuertible. P,'s invertibilty B torral as it is an
So morphismſ can always switch back and forth between
representations). Next we show Tz's invertibility.
Since P(t)= asta,t+Q2t², P'(t) = a + 2azt , p "(t)= 2an
from calculus,
p(o)=ão ,
i plo)= a, , . "(0)=2ar.
Therefore, Illa [ 2 ] We can find a std. matrix
for Iz by nothing that Iz simply multsplies the last entry by a.
Then, Alay as an >> A[1]. Azkeeps all entries intact
except scaling lastentry by a. A transformation is invertible ret
its std matrix B invertible. Az is diagnal and so its clet is
(1)(1)(2) #0 - Az is invertible > Tz is invertible. To find
its inverse, we note that Talha shoudel gine a scaling
the last term by instead of a. Then, A-818. Checking,
we conclude that AA*=1 so Ait is std. matrix of t he
Since T tp) = Tz CT, (p)), T149) = T,"(Tz (q)). This means, ginen
a vector [as] =q ER?, we first half the last derm, producing
[ ], and then represent it as a polynomial,
ao+a, t+ hazt² =p EP² (T" acts on a rector gents and
retums a vector PEPP²)
o vz.
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## Math 54 MIQ Q5 # #
Let x= [a ar ] & Maxa and X aſan az 7. snce Marais
Bomorphr to R", we workm Ru linna = (a )
Then, represents a transformation from and to ana l since
X-XT = 1o an-ari). The stel, matrix fora con
To ooola 2 L
by respection
aiz azi .
1
From here, me
Tai-912/ ..
Looool
1. (sto matria nput transformed output.)
wish to draforaline this stl matrix, denoted from here as
[s]e , by finding ergenvalues & eigenvestors ..
[3] E-nI) = 1=-11-
1 8 =- -
loo-xl
= x²(x²-2x+1-1) = x²(x²-2x)= x² (1-2)=0 off apoor x,=2.
x,=0: [s] = -XI =orovo
nolo] R2 = X3, X., X3, Xu
1
-2
-1
Tolloo ooo:
oo
to oo ulo
10ooo
oooo
*2=-73;
az free
^2=2:{s}{-XI :0:-?ouo 187
2
o
CPE
Lololo: x=0
ovoilo
0.1. --lo Lon
ulo
Looo-21
For the referspace is {
} for da ezerspace {{!}}
0-1 riooooooo
Translathe these
Therefore, Isl. = PDP-Loioluovo let
oooooal
O
nou
Tout
basis vectors (columns of p) into a basis for Maxa we get a bass
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## Math 54 MIQ Q6 # #
a)Note that because A B upper triangular, its ergenvalues, 1, 1, 22-1,
12=2, lie on its diagonal. Snce there are 3 distinct ergenvalues
for this 3x3 matrix, A B diagonalisech 6 : A=PDP" for some nuestra
P and diagonal D The strategy for this problem uses the fact
that Ana Pokpt (A²= (PO PYP DP-1)=PO?p-1, and so on)
To diagonalize A, we find its ergennectors comesponding to a ,,A2,83.
d. A-3=0 :
(8) 2) , free, 72 2 % 2 20
1. AXI 30 : [ 1 ] - az free, ?, :-* , x y zo
13 . A XI to [d e ] she, 1. = 17/373
- 22 ~ 4 1303
Then, the eigen vectors coresponding to 1,21, X23-4, Xg=d, are
14, respectively. Thus, A=PDPI =
Non 413), where pt was obtained by
row-reducing [PII]. Using A"=PD"p-1 and that D" is just
to the kth power,
a matrix with the entries on the diagonal raised
2 99 Ti I 7 7
11o - 13
o zulo o alo o lalo o some other Loo /
see that because the third entry of the second col off is o and
that the second col of A29 is a linear combination of columns of
(PD9%) with weights as the second col of ph the second colof
Aaa = 1[]-[!] = .
b) Note that Asonvertible because it is the product of muertible
matrres : P defined to be invertible but also because it B a
matrix with limind. ergennectors as columns, and D because
dit (D) = x, A₂dz to. Note that because A=PDP" and it and each
of p,o,pt are innertible A"= (PDP-) = Pro'p. Since D=1688)
and comespondine eigenvalues of At are x," al, 13 respectetu
Dt [ 8 ] . Then, A-99 = (A+)49 =P*(D-1) p = fonso 8 177
si #711177 using simpar loga to (a) in findine Ais second
Too Loo 3 we see that second col of A 99 = 16: 52
ne second col of CA 99-A-?") = second colofA" second col of a qq
rii-77
1
some #
.
Loo
Loo (²) Loos]
Thus.
second col at (C=A%A9%) = [3]-[:]-[:].



# Math 54 M72 Q7 # #
Alioä il]. To anal Nuit, we solue Ax =o:
[ora 11:]-[
6718] > Xxx free
A bams for was A={(!] 5:23. From this basis, we fuel an
orthogonal bass by Gram - Schensielt!
Let b, a viz | Id. Then, bring van projlera v va bobo
1-1-92). Then, {b,, be} form anbar
of NulA using this basis, we proceed with orthogonal decomp!
To final 5 Erul A closest to b, wesolve for projno bo, which
is the closest vector to b in Nul A by best approx theorem.
projn muna bobb, + bob be, where {b,, be} is the above ortho-
gonal basis for Nw A. Then, 5= projna =
Tall . This vector 5 is the closest point to
b that is in Nul A.
Lettre We Nula, bay tz for yEW and Zewt, we see
that because 6 B the orthogonal projection of b onto
W = Nula (component of bon w), y = 61 . Then,
we can solve for z: z=b.
= pro; b = closest point in Nw Atob, and
= [1 + 116 121
1213
u
=
3
Ti
I JNNA


